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ObjectTracker
guiding the photographer
This is one of my contributions, to help astro photographers.
It's a joined development together with Bernhard Hubl and the CCDGuide
team.
I will speak about:
- our motivation and start of work
- the basics of astrometry
- the implementation (GUI, entering data)
- query the catalog
- the locations database
- interoperability
- using a time series feature

Instruments for the Deep Sky Observer
If we could turn back the clock, then we could
give Charles Messier, the pioneer and
discoverer of many objects in the
deep sky, a new instrument.
An instrument that accurately predicts
the return of his discoveries at any time.

ObjectTracker
Charles Messier, French astronomer, at the age of 40
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a4/Charles_Messier.jpg
Ansiaume (1729—1786) [Public domain or Public domain], via Wikimedia Commons
This file has been identified as being free of known restrictions under copyright law, including all related and neighboring rights.

Our motivation
Astro photographers must follow a long list of conditions before
telescope and camera can start working
On the photographers whish list is always
a long photographic time
moonlight turned off
a flat a deep horizon...
THE REAL WORLD IS DIFFERENT
We have seasons
We have the light reflecting moon
There is the lamp if front of the neigbour's garage
There are light interruptions in the horizontal line

Start of work – the story
Last year, Bernhard asked me, if I can translate some 200 000 lines of
code of a software package. Software with all formulas
from Jan Meeus.
I said sorry - but found the answer in the web in the good hope, that I've
solved a problem
We discussed the concept and at that time I could show a prototype
which I developed for my observatory program
Finally he asked me, if can do the job...

ObjectTracker - Astronomy Basics
The positions of astronomical objects are well known. They are listed in huge
catalogs. Positions given in right ascension (Ra) and declination (Dec) need to
be transformed to apparent positions for an equatorial mount or to horizontal
azimuth and altitude positions for the observer.
Transformations require the location of the observatory and the time.
Object name
Catalog
Altitude
90°

Ra J2000, Dec J2000
Transformation
Universal Time Coord.

0°
0°

Latitude, Longitude

180°

Azimuth

360°

ObjectTracker - Building the Track
Object track
As seen before, the only variable used by the transformation is the universal
time (UTC). If we vary this time in small increments over a day, we get all
horizontal coordinates of a given object for that day.
The moon
Another calculation brings up the moon of the day in question. The moon's
right ascension and declination are not catalogued. Moon coordinates are
taken from a set of formulas before.
In connection with this calculation also the average illumination of the moon is
determined. The illumination highly influences the photographic session.
Combining both
Knowing all data from calculation is good. Drawing them on a display gives
the observer the information he can understand.

ObjectTracker - The Graphics Page
Example
Messier 1
on Dec. 15
seen from the
Gahberg Obsevatory
Moon illumination
Ø ~53%
Moon set 23:16
Photography can start
at 23:16. The session
ends, when the object's
altitude gets below 30°.

ObjectTracker - Basic Settings
Object
Name + Find
or coordinates (J2000)
The date
yyyy-mm-dd
Daylight Savings Time (y/n)
The location
Selected record from a locations data base
Constraints
Object Altitude Limit [°]
Sun Altitude Limit [°]
Moon Illumination Limit [%]
The horizon, if available for the location

Search Simbad
by coordinates

ObjectTracker - Current Objects
„What's up in the air tonight?“
Pressing Current Objects in the main
window opens a new window with
selections for objects of the night.
Choose one or more data bases and
limit the selection by setting some
constraints.
^^

ObjectTracker - Locations Data Base
Control your observatories around the world
One record per location
Fields in Locations.csv:
Location
Latitude
Longitude
GeoHash
LevelOverSea
TimeZone

- name of the location
- degrees
- degrees
- generated, if latitude and / or longitude are typed in
- on input, GeoHash sets latitude and longitude
- meters
- time zone selection fills TZone, DSTOffset and
DaylightName accordingly

Horizon Filename is filled, when a horizon file is created from the
Horizon groupbox/Edit button
Edit Locations.csv with the internal editor

ObjectTracker - Interoperability
Connect ObjectTracker to other programs
Many astronomical programs offer programmable interfaces, which expand
the overall functionality. ObjectTracker offers 3 ways:
1. ObjectTracker .ini-file - changes during program execution lead to adoption
2. Sending parameters to http://192.169.2.xxx:9090/parameter=value are
accepted
3. ObjectTracker has a build in SAMP connector
SAMP is an acronym for Simple Application Messaging Protocol, which
was developed by the International Virtual Observatory Alliance
Please see the manual for details.

ObjectTracker and Aladin

ObjectTracker - Time Series
View and export data for your own planning list
One night is not enough! Need the next days or week(s)?
ObjectTracker can produce a list, which helps to find optimal observing
conditions within a time frame.
An implementation of the weather report is reserved for the future.

ObjectTracker and CCDGuide

This is another story - please wait.

Thank you all...

